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The 'great sword* is in a word a vivid symbol-picture of
a thunder-storm: after drought comes this creative blast
from heaven, and new creatures spring into being. Here,
then, is the oldest and in some ways the grandest of Japanese
poem-pictures, her characteristic way of expressing ideas
in puzzles of profound beauty, albeit often with a touch
of the macabre and the bizarre, and the 'Soul of Japan*
stands revealed. The Yamato race, however mixed to-day,
are descendants of the groups here symbolized. Coining
through the dread experience of a devastating famine and
of fierce heat they carry with them an awful picture of
Earth swooning and dying, and of Heaven itself coming at
last to their rescue—after perhaps an eclipse of the sun—
in the crashings and torrential rains of a tropical thunder-
storm.
If this is the meaning of the myth, then it is a close
parallel to the search of Ishtar for Tammuz in Babylonian
lore; and in an early ritual the goddess is made to return
and teach her lord that cthe Evil Child* Fire can be tamed
by the God of Water, and by criver leaves*, which suggest
such vegetation-gods as Attis, child of the river-god. The
gourd is also mentioned—symbol in early rituals of water
—and 'clay-mountain Goddess*, who when married to *the
Evil Child* gives birth to the * Young Growth God*, father
of the five cereals.
It is noteworthy that the first history, the first rituals and
drama, the first poems of the Japanese are concerned with
food, and it has ever since been the most pressing concern
of a people with so small a cultivable area—depending on
rain to irrigate their terraced rice-fields, desperately afraid
of fire in their flimsy thatched houses, continually shaken
by earthquakes. Children of Earth and Sky, of Izanagi
and Izanami, the people of Yamato retain folk-tales of a
great calamity which drove them to these islands: they
perhaps preserve in Amaterasu a memory of some early
priestess, and in that of Susano-o her brother that of the
leader of an early migration*
It is possible, however, that these two are the protagonists

